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In Italy water Services are a municipal competence. 

Before the 1994 reform law, water services were operated by more than
12,000 different operators. 

Most were direct municipal procurement or municipal utilities ; very few 
private concessionnaires; one very large State-owned company.

60% of operators taking the shape of companies were in the North of the 
country, 11%  in the Centre et 29% in the south and in the islands :

Public companies 43% of population

Private operators 8%             «

Direct labour 49 %            «

The situation before1994
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- 60,0  million inhabitants

- 301.336 km 2

- 20 regions

- 100 provinces

- 8500 municipalities

More than 12.000 entities managed the water and/or 
wastewater services before the reform law : about 1,5 
times the number of municipalities.

91 ATO have been defined according to the reform .

Some figures about Italy
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Italy’s regions
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The reform (Galli) law framework

The reform Law n. 36/1994 (Galli Law) : the basic principles

� grouping municipalities into « Optimum Service Areas »  
(Ambiti Territoriali Ottimali or ATO), aiming to eliminate the extreme
fragmentation of water services : horizontal integration, i.e. only one 
operator for each ATO (scale economies);

� vertical integration of the differente water services (potable water, 
sanitation and WWTP) into the Integrated Water Service (scope 
economies);

� a unified tariff for each ATO. Tariffs have to ensure full cost
recovery (capex and opex), thus anticipating the provision of the 
European Water Framework Directive 2000/60, and defining the water 
services as an industry.
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The legal framework

Law n. 36/1994 (Law Galli) : the actors

� Regions to decide how to cluster municipalities into AT Os; 

�The ATO acts as a collective concedant;

�Once gathered, ATO to decide how to manage the water services :

- public enterprise

- mixed company

- private operator

In any case, the operator acts as a concessionaire.

Private operators/partners to be selected by means of a tender.

Tariffs are fixed and reviewed periodically throughout negotiations
betweeen the ATO and the operator following a standard 
methodology;
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The tariff

The Standard method

According to the reform law, Governement approved in 1996 a decree
adopting a Standard Method for the calculation and  periodical revisi ons
of the  Tariff.

The TSM takes into account efficient Operation (Opex ) and Capital (Capex ) 
costs relevant to the established investment plan as well inflation and 
introduces a price cap to inhance efficiency gains.

Periodical tariff revisions are based on actual (efficient)  investments and 
operation costs and up-dated forecasts. 

The TSM provides for a fixed remuneration (set once for ever at 7 % ) of 
Capex , not differenciating between equity and debt. 

The TSM should have been reviewed periodically, but, in  fact, has never
been modified since its adoption in 1996.
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The tariff

The Standard Method sets the average tariff moyen  of year n as:

Tn = (C+A+R)/VE
Where:
Tn:  average tariff;
C: operation costs;
A:depreciation;
R: rémuneration of invested capital;
VE: water volume.

And, in following years
Tn ≤ Tn-1 x (1 -K+i)
where:
K: price cap (efficiency gain)
i: inflation
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The turn-over of the water industry in Italy in 2011 is
calculated in about 7,5 billion Euro, for about 5,5 billion

cm of water distributed :

�potable water 61% 

�waste water treatment 28% 

�sewerage 11%

The water industry in 2011
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�Potable water coverage 96%
NRW 39%
Average network age 34 years

�Sewerage coverage 85%
Average network age 31 years

�WWT coverage 75%
Average age of plants 20 years

The water industry in 2011
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Required investments are estimated as at 65 billion Euro in 
the next 30 years, up to 2042, i.e. about 35 Euro per capita 
per year.

More than half this figure (59% for potablewater et 51 for 
sewerage) is intended for network rehabilitation.

Just 5,6 bEuro, i.e. 9,1%, is supposed to come from public 
funding, essentially in the regions object of the european
structural aid, while the rest should be financed via the tariff.

The water industry in 2011
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No. Population %

� total no. of ATO : 91   57 million 100

� ATO with an appointed operator: 72 49 million 85

� ATO still without an appointed operator: 19               8 million                15

Types of operators slected by the 72 “activ” ATOs:

- private operator 6 

- « in house providing» (public owned company)                34

- other (multiutility) 7

- mixed company 12

- company quoted in the SE 13

The implementation of the reformlaw
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The 91 ATOs
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The implementation of the reform

Recent trends

• In recent years the process of appointing new 
operators in the residual ATOs has come to 
an halt;

• Strong resistances have been registerd in the 
implementation of the reform law in about 
20% of the foreseen ATOs; 

• Many ATOs have opted for the public owned 
company solution, often in attempt of 
maintaining (artificially) low tariff levels.
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The implementation of the reform

The first wave came to an halt

• The water services reform introduced in the 
mid 90s has been of paramount importance 
in fostering the efficiency of the sector and 
the implementation of the Water Framework 
Directive; 

• The opening of the water services market has 
faced a number of obstacles : strong local 
resistances to changement, absence of an 
independent regulator, scarcity of new 
players, due to the absence of a stable legal 
framework.
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The implementation of the reform

What was needed

• An Independent National Regulator , acting 
as a referee between the ATO and the 
Operator; 

• A revision of the tariff calculation method , 
capable of avoiding opportunistic behaviours, 
especially on the investment side; 

• An enforcing action by the Government 
versus those local authorities that are 
reluctant to comply with the reform.
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The recent evolution

A new wave: action….

In 2009 a new law on pubblic utilities (including
water services) has been approved by the 
Parliament:

• Public enterprises ( in house providing ) were
practically forbidden; the existing ones had to be
put on tender by 2013;

• In mixed companies, the public share should
lower to less than 60%;

• In quoted companies, the public interest should
not exceed 30%.
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Therecent evolution

…..and reaction

As a reaction, two referendum have been proposed
and approved at a large majority in June 2011:

• The first one abolished the compulsory
privatization of utilities, among them water 
utilities;

• The second one eliminated the “ adequate
remuneration of invested capital” in the 
calculation of the tariff; 

Thus aiming at eliminating the possibility of private 
or mixed operators in the water services. 
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eventually!

• In december 2011 the Regulation Authority for
Electricity and Gaz (AEEG) has been appointed to
regulate the water sector as well.

• AEEG has drafted a proposal for a new method of
tariff calculation, presently under discussion.

• The new method, in accordance with the result of
the referendum, provides the elimination of
the”remuneration of invested capital” and makes
reference to the average cost of capital ( WACC).

The national regulator
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Tariff, Taxes and Transferts

The Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 
Developpment (OECD) has classified the sources of finance 
in public services into three cathegories:

• Tariff , i.e. the price paid by users of a given service, 
according to certain rules;

• Taxes, i.e. resources coming from the fiscal system (either
national or local)), including subsidies and loans at no n-
commercial rates of interest, etc.;

• Transferts , i.e. external financing ( such as those of the EU 
for certain regions),  international aid and donations.

The 3 Ts
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How to finance investments?

Due to the incertainities in the legal
framework, investments in 2010 have fall
by about 35% in comparison with 2006-
2009 average , the banking system being
not available to finance.

The present state of public finance is not
such as to permit the financement of the 
renovation of infrastructures for the next
generations.

The 3 Ts
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Publiacqua SpA

• Publiacqua SpA is a mixed joint stock 
company operating the water services in 
ATO 3 Tuscany (Middle Arno Valley)

• Equity participation : 
- Municipalities of the ATO 60 %
- Private partners( mainly Acea) 40%

• Start-up of operations: 2002

A case study
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